Quantification of red blood cells using atomic force microscopy.
For humans the sizes and shapes of their red blood cells are important indicators of well being. In this study, the feasibility of using the atomic force microscope (AFM) to provide the sizes and shapes of red blood cells has been investigated. An immobilisation procedure has been developed that enabled red blood cells to be reliably imaged by contact AFM in air. The shapes of the red blood cells were readily apparent in the AFM images. Various cell quantification parameters were investigated, including thickness, width, surface area and volume. Excellent correlation was found between the AFM-derived immobilised mean cell volume (IMCV) parameter and the mean cell volume (MCV) parameter used in current haematological practice. The correlation between MCV and IMCV values has validated the immobilisation procedure by demonstrating that the significant cell shrinkage that occurs during immobilisation and drying does not introduce quantification artifacts. Reliable IMCV values were obtained by quantifying 100 red blood cells and this typically required 3-5 AFM images of 100 microm x 100 microm area. This work has demonstrated that the AFM can provide in a single test the red blood cell size and shape data needed in the assessment of human health.